Pebble’s Food Bank helped owners keep 286 pets in their homes.

8,130 pets were spayed or neutered at our shelter or veterinary center.

40% of our intake was injured or orphaned wildlife.

1,295 dogs strengthened their bond with their owners while learning new skills at New Dawn Animal Behavior Center.

642 pets thrived in foster care.

7,938 animals entered our care through admissions and transfer partnerships.

3,453 cats, dogs, pocket pets and exotics found a new family.

27 dogs took a Fido FunDay - a new program designed to get long-term pets out of the shelter for a mini-vacation.
$33,912 in donor funds were distributed from the Caldwell Keeping Families Together Fund to help low-income owners afford vet care.

Our St. Pete Veterinary Center saw a 16% increase in clients, totaling 4,898 for 2019.

Our first dinner-dance gala since 2014 sold out.

758 attendees & sponsors raised over $230,000 for SPCA Tampa Bay.

The 1000 Bitches giving circle helped expand our wildlife program and open a new facility in Palm Harbor.

SPCA Tampa Bay: A For-All Shelter
9099 130th Ave N, Largo FL 33773
727-586-3591
SPCATampaBay.org

Vision: Create a community where every animal matters.
Mission: Through passionate collaboration with our community, we transform the lives of animals.